
ULTIMATE MEMBERSHIP

UPFRONT MEMBERSHIPS
3,6 & 12MNTHS

FAMILY MEMBERSHIPS
FIFO MEMBERSHIPS

1X 30MIN PT
1X 45MIN PT
1X 60MIN PT

Boxing is accessible to all levels of fitness and covers a variety of the different aspects to the style of
boxing. Each session is totally different to the previous which allows you to enjoy multiple workouts
each week. Our main emphasis of these classes are for you learn the foundations of boxing while still
having a great workout. You will learn the correct stance and an arrange of punching combinations to
the set you on your way to punching holes in your goals. No experience is necessary for these
classes and welcome all ages to attend (14yrs+). Boxing Gloves & Towel Required

BOXING

You will require a mouth guard (suggested), 16oz boxing gloves and towel to participate.

INTERMEDIATE BOXING - Partner Work 
This session is for those members who have participated in our boxing sessions or have previous
boxing experience and are looking to focus on partner work and level into sparring. These sessions
are contact based in a controlled environment with our qualified instructors. 

In this session you have the ability to work with our qualified boxing trainers and learn the secrets
behind it all focusing on advanced technique boxing drills and skills. Due to the advanced level of
participants in this class; our coaches will invite you to participate in the Advanced Boxing classes.
You will require a mouth guard (compulsory), 16oz boxing gloves and towel to participate.

ADVANCED BOXING - Elite Drills & Sparring 

These sessions have been designed to help next generation of children enjoy a more healthy and
active life. Teaching many principles of boxing at a young age have benefited many of our members
children in the past. Learning the style of boxing is not only great for your childs fitness and wellbeing;
however teaches them a lot about discipline and control. Suitable for ages yrs 10-14yrs.

JUNIOR BOXING (10-14yrs)

Bag Buster is designed around 12 x 3min rounds with nothing short of sweat poring, hard work, high
intensity bag work consisting of combinations, exercises, skills and workout drills rounds back to back
from start to finish. If you’re looking for a session to be pushed from start to finish, we highly
recommend giving it a go! Boxing Gloves & Towel Required

12 ROUND BAG BUSTER / BOXING FOR FITNESS

Punch & HIIT (High Intensity Interval Training) Is a class where part of the session will be boxing
related drills the other in a high intensity circuit format. Punch & HIIT incorporates repeated bouts of
short high-intensity exercise intervals. It is one of the most effective methods to achieve fat loss,
improve endurance, increase sports specific explosiveness and strengthen core muscles. Suitable for
all fitness levels, a great class for those looking to get back into working out and/or increase overall
fitness. Boxing Gloves & Towel Required

PUNCH & HIIT - 50/50 Boxing for Fitness & Circuit Training

This class is for those who are interested in strength training and learning the correct
technique. In this class we break down each movement, teaching you step by step! Learn
how to correctly carry out exercises with weights to ensure you activate the right muscles
and prevent injury. Lift safe, lift more, get strong. Towel is Essential

LIFT - Strength & Conditioning 

Are you looking to IMPROVE your STRUCTURAL
BALANCE?  If you fall into any of the above categories this
CLASS IS FOR YOU! Towel is Essential 

GLUTE & HIP 
Do you suffer from KNEE, BACK or HIP ailments? Does
your work require you to SIT A LOT? Is the sport you play
DEMANDING on your HIP REGION?

@CompetitiveBoxingGym@CompetitiveBoxingMalaga

www.competitiveboxing.com.au

30 Finance Place, Malaga9 2 4 8 - 6 9 6 6

JUNIOR CLASS
1X CLASS PASS
10X CLASS PASS

$12 PER CLASS
$20 PER CLASS
$149 PER PASS

$35 PER WEEK 

DISCOUNTS APPLY SPEAK 
TO OUR STAFF TODAY

CUSTOM PACKAGES AVAILABLE
$75 PER MONTH 2/2

$40 PER SESSION
$50 PER SESSION
$60 PER SESSION 

CLASSES 

INCLUDES UNLIMITED CLASS AND GYM
ACCESS. 3MNTH / $0 JOINING FEES

UPFRONT PT PACKS AVAILABLE SPEAK TO
OUR STAFF FOR SPECIALS

RESERVING YOUR SPOT IN OUR SESSIONS ARE REQUIRED PLEASE PRE-BOOK ONLINE PRIOR TO ATTENDING 

BOOK ONLINE NOW AT


